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Abstract

Fasting overnight has been the routine before elective surgery for the past century. Fasting guidelines in many

countries have recently been modernized and it is now recommended that most patients drink clear fluids up

until 2�3 h before anaesthesia. Several studies have shown that if the overnight fasted state is changed into a

carbohydrate fed state before the onset of the operation, several further benefits can be gained. In particular,

patients treated with carbohydrates at sufficient concentrations (12.5%) in a specially designed drink for

preoperative use have less preoperative discomfort, and fewer metabolic derangements postoperatively. Of

special interest is the finding that this treatment (or a 30% glucose infusion given at a fairly high rate) results

in substantially less postoperative insulin resistance. This is important, since insulin resistance is the

underlying mechanism behind hyperglycaemia, which has been shown to be detrimental in postoperative

patients. Recent studies show that preoperative carbohydrates counteract the key disturbances that cause

hyperglycaemia, primarily increased endogenous glucose production and reduced glucose uptake in

peripheral tissues. This paper reviews the concept of preoperative carbohydrates as opposed to overnight

fasting, the mechanisms of action and clinical outcomes for this treatment.
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Background

Preoperative fasting was first suggested only 2 years

after the introduction of general anaesthesia in

1848. The suggestion resulted from the first re-

ported anaesthesia death that occurred in Edin-

burgh, when a young woman died from aspiration.

She had been anaesthetized using chloroform

shortly after consuming a meal (1). The pioneers

of anaesthesia realized that if the stomach was not

empty at the time of anaesthesia there was a risk of

vomiting and aspiration. Hence the suggestion

arose that an empty stomach should be ensured at

induction by allowing sufficient time for it to empty.

The dogma of overnight fasting was further sup-

ported by studies in the 1940s and has been the

reigning routine until recent years.

In the late 1980s paediatric anaesthesiologists

were the first to question the overnight fasting

routine (2). They showed that it was not only safe

but also easier to anaesthetize children if they were

allowed to drink before anaesthesia. These first

studies were followed by a number of others in large

patient groups covering the spectra of surgery,

which showed that it was perfectly safe to allow

patients to drink clear fluids up until 2 h before

elective surgery. Based on these findings, many

countries have changed their routines, and recom-

mendations from an increasing number of national

anaesthetic societies now recommend intake of clear

fluids (water, coffee, tea without milk and some

juices) up until 2�3 h before surgery (for a review see

Ref. 3). The driving force behind this change has

been that drinking reduces the discomfort of thirst

during the preoperative hours.

Another aspect of the overnight fast has recently

been highlighted, namely the metabolic effects of

being operated in an overnight fasted state.

Although this certainly has been the practice and

hence the normal situation for over a century, being

in the fasted state may not necessarily be the

optimal metabolic state in which to tackle the stress

of surgery. The overnight fasted state would for

most people be a very odd way to prepare for any

other kind of stress, and hence could be considered

suboptimal in surgery as well. Animal and human

studies in the author’s laboratory have supported

this hypothesis, as summarized before in this

journal (4), and will be further reviewed below.
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Minimizing stress and improving outcomes in

surgery

A great number of improvements has been made

over the years in surgical practice. Most of the key

advances both in anaesthesia and surgery have one

feature in common: they reduce the stress for the

patient in the perioperative period. It has also

become evident that the response to an injury,

such as surgery, is the result of complex series of

reactions involving endocrine and inflammatory

systems. These reactions play a part in the develop-

ment of many of the metabolic changes occurring

after surgery, and also in the development of

postoperative complications. To complicate matters

further, the endocrine and inflammatory response

can interact, and both systems are further activated

upon a second wave of stress in the case of

complications. An overall schematic picture of the

interrelations between these systems and events is

given in Fig. 1.

Many of the treatments introduced in periopera-

tive care act by reducing or blocking the activation

of the inflammatory reactions, such as minimally

invasive surgery, corticosteroids or non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory drugs. Others act by affecting

the stress hormones. Epidural anaesthesia in the

lower thoracic levels blocks the catecholamine

response to surgery (5). The overall effect of these

treatments is an attenuation of stress responses and

catabolism. Furthermore, it seems that when the

treatment is given before the onset of the stress, i.e.

before surgery, the effect of these treatments is

further enhanced. For instance, if epidural analgesia

is activated after the operation, the blocking effect

on the adrenals to minimize catecholamines in

response to surgery is lost, although pain may be

effectively treated. Thus, starting the treatment once

surgery has begun results in an unnecessary activa-

tion of stress responses and catabolism.

Metabolic preparation before surgery

A similar reasoning to that for preoperative activa-

tion of epidural blockade of catecholamine release

is likely to be behind the efficacy of preparing the

metabolism of the patient before the onset of

surgery. The natural diurnal pattern of metabolism

in humans involves a daytime metabolism domi-

nated by intermittent intake of food and release of

insulin (Table 1). Since the effects of insulin last for

about 4�5 h after food intake, the body remains in a

substrate-storing state from the first intake of food,

usually breakfast in the morning, until it is time to

sleep in the evening. It is only during the later phase

of the night that body metabolism changes into a

fasting state, releasing stored substrates. Thus,

before breakfast, an overnight fasted state is in

place. At this time insulin is low, and the body is

consuming energy stores and preparing for a day

potentially without food. Once breakfast is taken in,

the body changes back to daytime metabolism.

From this basic summary of metabolic regulation

it is evident that the natural metabolic state for

humans during daytime is a fed state rather than an

overnight fasted state. The overnight fast before

surgery should, from a metabolic point of view,

probably best be regarded as an unnatural state to

prepare the body for stress. Hence, the hypothesis

behind the questioning of this traditional overnight

fasting routine for surgery was simply that it would

be better for the body to prepare metabolism in a

normal way rather than entering the stress of

Fig. 1. Overview of the interplay between surgery, the inflammatory

response, endocrine reactions, complications and metabolism.

Surgery induces both inflammatory and endocrine reactions. These

will interfere with metabolism so that a state of catabolism is

instituted. A catabolic metabolism may cause complications, which

in turn will enhance both the inflammatory and endocrine reactions

to enhance the catabolic state further.

Table 1. Simplified overview of diurnal changes in endocrine release that govern

body metabolism

Day Night

Hormones Insulin �/ Insulin �/

Glucagon �/

Glucocorticosteroids �/

Substrates Storage Breakdown

Utilization Carbohydrates Fat

The effects of insulin remain for about 4 h after each meal. The fasted state is only

present for a few hours during the night and early morning until the first meal is

consumed. The table shows the principal difference in metabolism in patients

operated in the overnight fasted state (Night) compared with patients operated

after treatment with carbohydrates shortly before the operation (Day).
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surgery in a state that in all other situations of stress

would be unnatural.

A series of animal studies of severe stress clearly

indicated that the change in metabolic setting before

the onset of stress was disadvantageous (4). The

animal data suggested that carbohydrate metabo-

lism at the onset of surgical trauma was an

important determinant of the magnitude of the

metabolic stress reactions. The data also suggested

that manipulation of metabolism using simple

carbohydrate intake would result in a different

reaction if given before the onset of the surgical

stress rather than after the stress had begun.

Insulin and the stress hormones

Under normal unstressed conditions, a carbohy-

drate load elicits a prompt release of insulin, which

in turn activates a series of metabolic reactions.

These include a swift reduction in endogenous

glucose release, activation of glucose transporting

systems in insulin-sensitive tissues and activation of

enzymes securing storing of excess glucose as

glycogen. If, however, the same load of carbohy-

drates is given once a stress reaction is in place, the

metabolic effects of insulin are all hampered by the

influence of catecholamines, glucocorticosteroids,

glucagon and growth hormone, all of which oppose

the action of insulin. This forms the basis for stress-

induced insulin resistance. What is less known, and

only recently discovered, is that insulin may mod-

ulate the role of the stress hormones as well, and in

this way modulate the endocrine stress response to

surgery. Recent studies show that if the patient is

operated on under the influence of insulin while

given a fairly high load of intravenous glucose (as

opposed to the overnight fasted state with no

insulin governing metabolism), glucagon release is

attenuated and cortisol release is completely abol-

ished (6). In addition, preoperative carbohydrate

loading, causing a release of insulin, will result in

higher levels of free insulin-like growth factor-1 (7).

Hence, there are three key features that from an

endocrine point of view are changed by preopera-

tive carbohydrate loading. These help to explain

why metabolism is far less catabolic in the post-

operative situation in patients given preoperative

carbohydrates instead of undergoing an overnight

fast. But why is it important to maintain a more

balanced metabolism after surgery?

Hyperglycaemia and insulin resistance

Although it has been well known for many years

that glucose control in diabetics is the key to

avoiding complications after surgery, it was only

in 2001 that it was reported to be important in non-

diabetics in the postoperative situation (8). Normal-

izing blood glucose concentrations in postoperative

patients with insulin infusion therapy reduced post-

operative mortality in patients in need of ventilatory

support in the intensive care unit by 43%. The

reduction in mortality was due to a halving of septic

complications and associated with large reductions

in the need for ventilatory support and in organ

failures (notably kidney failure and polyneuropa-

thy). This report from over 1500 patients clearly

demonstrates that metabolic control is a key inte-

gral part of recovery and outcome in surgical stress.

Follow-up studies showed that the degree of gly-

caemic control was an independent predictor of

outcome, while the insulin dosage had a lesser role

(9). The degree of hyperglycaemia is a simple

reflection of the degree of insulin resistance.

Postoperative insulin resistance has been reviewed

in detail elsewhere (10�12). In brief, insulin resis-

tance develops during the operation and remains for

about 2�3 weeks after a medium-sized open abdom-

inal operation. The magnitude of insulin resistance

increases with the size of the operation, intraopera-

tive blood loss and the time of surgery, whereas

gender and preoperative insulin sensitivity have no

influence. In most studies whole body insulin

sensitivity has been studied using the hyperinsuli-

naemic clamp method (6, 12). With the addition of

isotopic tracers, indirect calorimetry and biochem-

ical analysis of biopsy material, the key pathophy-

siological features of postoperative insulin

resistance have been described. Thus, endogenous

glucose production is increased, glucose uptake by

the cells is reduced, and in muscle glucose transport

hampered, as is glycogen deposition. All these

factors work in the same direction: to increase

blood glucose levels.

In addition, closely associated with the changes

occurring in glucose metabolism after surgery are

the simultaneous well-described changes occurring

in protein and fat metabolism. Thus, protein losses

and lipolysis are both minimized in postoperative

hyperglycaemic patients once glucose levels can be

controlled by insulin infusion (13). This demon-

strates that, perhaps unsurprisingly, insulin plays a
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role in protein and fat metabolism, not only during

normal conditions but also in postoperative stress.

Clinical impact of postoperative

hyperglycaemia and insulin resistance

In diabetic patients, hyperglycaemia has been clo-

sely associated with increased postoperative infec-

tion rates (14). Poor glucose control affects the

microbial defence capacity in several ways, includ-

ing leucocyte chemotaxis and phagocytotic capacity.

Similarly, in diabetic patients undergoing surgery,

glucose control was reported to reduce infection

rates (15) by improving those parameters (16).

Similar benefits were found in a large study of

non-diabetic patients undergoing surgery (8). Im-

portantly, all complications were reduced when

glucose levels were controlled by the reinforcement

of insulin action.

In addition to the immediate reduction of severe

and potentially life-threatening complications by

controlling insulin action and hyperglycaemia, there

are other associated benefits reported from insulin

treatment in the postoperative period. These include

faster wound healing after burn surgery (17) and

improved protein economy (18, 19).

Can insulin resistance be avoided?

Two ways of proactively minimizing postoperative

insulin resistance are described in the literature.

One, mentioned above, is the blocking of the

catecholamine response by local anaesthetics given

via an epidural catheter (5). This is reported to

reduce postoperative insulin resistance by about

40%. The other way is to prepare the patient

metabolically by giving sufficient amounts of car-

bohydrates shortly (2�3 h) before the onset of

surgery (11). Laparoscopic surgery represents a

third way to reduce insulin resistance (11).

Preoperative carbohydrate treatment has been

shown to reduce postoperative insulin resistance

by at least 50% if given in high intravenous doses

(5 mg kg�1 min�1 as a 20% glucose solution). To

allow oral administration of large amounts of

carbohydrates, a carbohydrate-rich drink was devel-

oped containing 12.5% carbohydrates mainly as

maltodextrin, with low osmolality to ensure fast

gastric emptying. This has been shown to be safe in

well over 50 000 patients and also to be as effective

as intravenous glucose with regard to the metabolic

effects. Studies in open upper and lower gastro-

intestinal surgery as well as in hip replacement have

yielded very similar and positive results, indicating

that the treatment is effective in a variety of surgical

populations (10).

The effects of treatment with preoperative carbo-

hydrates have been noted in the main components

of insulin resistance. Hence, patients given preo-

perative carbohydrates have a lower endogenous

glucose production and a better preserved glucose

uptake. These two factors both act to counteract

stress-induced hyperglycaemia. The blood glucose-

controlling effect of preoperative carbohydrates also

works in real life, as indicated in a recent thesis (20)

(Table 2). In patients undergoing major colorectal

surgery with preoperative carbohydrate treatment

and epidural anaesthesia, the magnitude of insulin

resistance was insignificant and normoglycaemia

was maintained even during complete enteral

feeding in the first 3 postoperative days, with blood

glucose concentrations averaging 6 mmol l�1 dur-

ing feeding. This is substantially lower than the 9.5

mmol l�1 reported in postoperative enteral feeding

in patients undergoing major gastrointestinal sur-

gery after an overnight fast and without epidural

analgesia. The combination of two factors acting to

minimize insulin resistance shows that even in

major surgery it is possible to avoid insulin resis-

tance, and that it is possible to feed patients

completely without the insulin and still avoid the

risk of hyperglycaemia. In addition to minimizing

Table 2. Overview of the changes in glucose metabolism following surgery in the overnight fasted state (Fasted) and in patients given preoperative oral carbohydrates (CHO)

compared with a basal normal state without surgery (Control)

Parameter/treatment Control: not operated Fasted before surgery CHO before surgery

Glucose levels (mmol l�1 during enteral feeding) Normal (B/6.0) Elevated (�/9.5) Normal (6.3)

Endogenous glucose production Normal Markedly elevated Slightly elevated

Glucose uptake Normal Reduced Near normal

Glucose storage Normal Reduced Reduced

Glucose oxidation Normal Reduced Normal/elevated

Values for blood glucose levels are given for values reported during continuous enteral feeding, as summarized by Soop (20).
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insulin resistance, these patients retained a comple-

tely normal nitrogen balance during the first 3

postoperative days.

Clinical effects of preoperative carbohydrate

treatment

In the 1980s and 1990s a series of reports showed

that loading the heart with carbohydrates (with or

without insulin) reduced cardiac complications after

cardiac surgery (4).

Over the past few years a few studies have been

published indicating clinical benefits from preparing

patients with carbohydrates instead of overnight

fasting or placebo. In line with reduced postopera-

tive losses of nitrogen with carbohydrate prepara-

tion, a Danish group reported that muscle strength

was better retained up to 1 month after colorectal

surgery if the patients received preoperative oral

carbohydrate treatment (21).

In patients awaiting both minor and major

surgery, preoperative discomfort is reduced by

preoperative oral carbohydrate treatment, com-

pared with placebo. Hence, hunger, thirst and

anxiety are all positively affected during the hours

before surgery (22). A Danish group recently

reported less preoperative nausea in patients given

the treatment over a placebo, but was unable to

detect any postoperative benefits in 94 patients after

laparoscopic cholecystectomy (23). This was in

contrast to some preliminary data indicating less

postoperative nausea and vomiting after this type of

surgery comparing patients given carbohydrate-rich

drinks with patients who fasted overnight (24). The

mechanism behind these effects on well-being may

be related to central serotonin release caused by

carbohydrates and insulin (11).

A retrospective analysis of prospectively collected

data shows that patients treated with preoperative

carbohydrates were discharged from the hospital

approximately 20% more quickly than those fasted

overnight (25), suggesting that the treatment en-

hances recovery after surgery.

More studies are underway to explore the poten-

tial clinical effects of this novel way of preparing

patients for surgery. However, at this stage, it can

already be concluded that preoperative carbohy-

drate treatment is a simple and safe treatment,

which allows most patients to be fed immediately

after surgery without major concerns regarding

hyperglycaemia, with improved nitrogen balance

and less reduced muscle strength. These factors

are likely to support a faster recovery after surgery.
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